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Abstract

In this paper we investigate the link between preferential trade agree-

ments and conflict. We set up a two-stage 3-country competing importer

trade model with governments deciding on whether to engage in military

conflict or peace in the first stage and on trade policy in the second stage.

We identify a peace creation and a peace diversion eect of regionalism on

conflict. Peace creation refers to the reduction in the probability of conflict

between members and peace diversion refers to the increase in the probabil-

ity of conflict between members and non-members. This paper is the first to

explicitly model and identify the peace diversion eect, and is also the first to

consider large countries endogeneizing the gains from trade and trade policy.
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1 Introduction

It is commonly believed that the most important reason for establishing the

European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) in 1951 (which later developed

into the European Union (EU)) was the desire to avoid another devastating

major war in Europe. The EU itself subscribes to this view. This is clearly

reflected in the Schuman declaration of May 9 1950 which led to the creation

of the ECSC.3 Also, in interpreting the EU motto “United in Diversity” the

ocial EU webpage states that “Europeans are united in working together

for peace and prosperity”.4

In this paper, we investigate the link between preferential trade agree-

ments (PTAs) and conflict in an eort to evaluate whether the expectations

of the “founding fathers” of the EU were justified. At the same time we

analyze the impact of PTAs on the probability of conflict between mem-

bers of the PTA and nonmembers. To this end, we develop a three-country

competing-importers model that links trade and commercial policy to mili-

tary expenditures and conflict. We assume that two of the three countries

are enemies in the sense that each of these countries contests part of the

resources of the other. In the first stage, the two enemies decide whether

to start a war or not, while in the second stage all three countries decide on

taris and trade with each other. Countries at war do not trade. In the

event of war the winner gets the contested resource, while the probability of

winning the war depends on the military expenditures in the two countries.

We then compare the possibility of conflict without regionalism to that under

3http://europa.eu/abc/symbols//9-may/decl_en.htm
4http://europa.eu/abc/symbols/motto/index_en.htm
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all possible combinations of free-trade areas and customs unions.

We find that in the absence of regionalism, war can only happen if there

are large asymmetries in military expenditures between the two enemies.

Regionalism between enemies generally decreases the probability of conflict,

in the sense that even larger asymmetries are necessary for war to be optimal.

This is a direct result of an increase in the opportunity cost of starting a war

which is of course the welfare during peacetime. PTAs increase peacetime

welfare due to (i) the elimination of trade barriers between member countries;

and (ii) the improved terms of trade against the third country stemming from

the market-power and tari-complementarity eects of regionalism. This

confirms the expectations of the EU founders. We refer to this eect as the

peace creation eect of PTAs reminiscent of the trade creation eect of PTAs

of Viner (1950).

However, the eect of PTAs between one of the enemies and the third

country on the possibility of conflict is more complicated. A customs union

decreases the likelihood that the enemy involved in regionalism starts a war,

because the increase in peacetime welfare is higher than the increase in

wartime welfare due to the customs union. The opposite is true for the

enemy that is outside the customs union. Its peacetime welfare decreases be-

cause of the negative terms-of-trade eect the customs union imposes, while

wartime welfare is unaected. The overall eect on the likelihood of war is

therefore ambiguous. A free-trade area, however, increases the probability

of war for both enemies. We refer to the increase in the probability of the

non-member country starting a war as the peace diversion eect of PTAs

(analogous to the trade diversion eect in Viner (1950)).
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There are very few papers dealing with the link between regionalism and

conflict. Mansfield and Pevenhouse (2000) using a panel data of bilateral

trade flows find evidence of peace creation in PTAs. Vicard (2012) in an-

other empirical investigation finds that deep PTAs such as customs unions

and common markets reduce the probability of conflict but free trade agree-

ments have no eect. Martin et al. (2011) analyze the reverse causation

and find that a high frequency of past conflicts increases the probability of

signing a PTA. The paper is clearly also related to the literature on trade

and conflict which is much more extensive. There is a voluminous literature

empirically investigating what is usually referred to as the Liberal Peace ar-

gument with mixed results. The argument is that high bilateral trade flows

increase the opportunity cost of starting a war and therefore decrease the

probability of conflict (see among others Oneal and Russett, 1999; Polachek,

1980; and Martin et al., 20085). A number of papers find no evidence of the

Liberal peace argument (see Kim and Rousseau, 2005) or even evidence of

the opposite (usually referred to as the realist argument; see among others

Barbieri, 1996). In this case, the argument is that competition over resources

becomes even more intense when the value of those resources increases due

to trade. On the theoretical side, this paper is related to the work of Skepre-

rdas and Syropoulos (2001) and Garfinkel et al (2009, 2012). These papers

develop Heckscher-Ohlin models of trade with insecure resources and com-

pare the welfare in autarky and free trade. They find that the terms of trade

are a key factor in determining whether free trade increases welfare relative

5Martin et al (2008), however, also finds that multilateral openness increases the prob-
ability of conflict.
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to autarky.

The contribution of the paper is twofold. First it is the only paper explic-

itly modelling and identifying the peace diversion eect of PTAs. Second,

this is the only paper that oers a full fledged trade model of regionalism (or

trade) and conflict with large countries. This is important since the gains

from trade and thus the opportunity cost of conflict are endogenous.

2 The Model

We assume the world consists of three countries, a, b, and c, that trade three

goods, a, b, and c. Country j is endowed with three units of good j and

zero units of the other two goods, where j  {a, b, c}. On the consumption

side, we maintain the assumptions that demand functions are symmetric

across countries and goods, and that the demand for any good i  {a, b, c}

is independent of the other goods’ prices. More specifically, the demand for

good i in country j is of the linear form C

P ji

=   P ji , where ,  are

constants and P ji is good i’s price in country j. Given our setup, country

j exports good j to the other two countries, i.e., we have a competing-

importers framework. Trade is not free but subject to the imposition of

specific (nonprohibitive) import taris unless a PTA agreement is signed.

Countries a and b are “enemies,” as they contest (for exogenous reasons)

part of each other’s available resources, which prompts them to engage in the

production of “guns.” To keep our analysis as straightforward as possible, we

assume that guns is a nontradable good. Arming has two osetting eects

on a country’s national welfare, which we define as the sum over each good
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of consumer surplus, producer surplus, and tari revenue. On the one hand,

gun production consumes a fraction of a country’s endowment. On the other

hand, a country’s allocation of resources to arming enhances its chances of

defeating its adversary in a military conflict and thereby obtaining the lat-

ter’s contested resources while retaining its own resources that are subject

to dispute. In particular, should countries a and b engage in war, country a

prevails with probability ga/

ga + gb


and seizes a fraction µ < 1 of country

b’s post-arming endowment of good b, where ga, gb < 1 denote the fraction

of their endowment that countries a and b, respectively, devote to gun pro-

duction. Similar relationships hold for country b. Therefore, country a’s

post-arming endowment of good a is 3 (1 ga), while 3

1 gb


is country

b’s post-arming endowment of b. Moreover, we maintain the assumption that

there is no contestability of resources between country c and either country

a or country b. Therefore, country c devotes no resources to the production

of guns (i.e., gc = 0). We further assume that should countries a and b go

to war, they lose, correspondingly, Ka units of good a and Kb units of good

b (on top of potentially losing their contested resources). In other words,

Ka,Kb represent an additional fixed cost of war. In addition, in the event of

war, bilateral trade between countries a and b ceases.

The timing of actions is as follows:

• Stage 1: Countries a and b decide simultaneously on whether to wage

a war against each other, taking ga and gb as given.

• Stage 2: All countries simultaneously pick their import taris.

In order to explore the ramifications of trade and regionalism for conflict,
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we solve the aforementioned two-stage game under five alternative scenarios:

(i) no regionalism, which is our benchmark scenario; (ii) an FTA agreement

between countries a and b; (iii) an FTA agreement between countries a and

c; (iv) a CU agreement between countries a and b; and (v) a CU agreement

between countries a and c.

3 Conflict in the Absence of an PTA

Under our benchmark scenario, there is no PTA agreement in place. We

first look at stage 2. There are three dierent possible outcomes in stage

1: (i) peace; (ii) war, and country a prevails; and (iii) war, and country b

prevails. We start with peace. Letting  ji denote the tari of country j on

good i = j and using the no-arbitrage condition, we have that P ji = P ii + 
j
i ,

where i, j  {a, b, c}. The equilibrium prices can be obtained from the usual

market-clearing conditions:

j

C

P ji

= 3 (1 gi). The welfare of country j

is then given by:

W j =


i

 


P ji

C (P ) dP +

 P jj

0

3

1 gj


dP +



i=j

 jiM
j
i , (1)

where M j
i represents the imports into country j of good i = j. Standard

welfare maximization yields the following best-response taris:

 j
R

i =
3(1 gi) +  ki

8
where k = i = j. (2)
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As (2) illustrates,  ji and 
k
i are strategic complements. The intuition is

straightforward. As country k raises its tari on good i, some of good i is

diverted to country j which has thereby an incentive to raise its own tari

on good i so that it collects even more tari revenue. Simple algebra reveals

that the Nash equilibrium taris are:

 j
nregpeace

i =
3 (1 gi)
7

. (3)

Let us now consider the second possibility with respect to the stage-

1 outcome: war, and country a prevails. As we discussed above, in this

case, country a appropriates a fraction µ < 1 of country b’s post-arming

endowment of good b, 3

1 gb


. Moreover, country a loses Ka units of

good a, while country b foregoes Kb units of good b. Finally, bilateral trade

between countries a and b ceases. The resulting welfare functions for countries

a and b, respectively, are:

W a =


i

 


Pai

C (P ) dP +

 Paa

0

[3 (1 ga)Ka] dP

+

 Pab

0

3µ

1 gb


dP + acM

a
c and (4)

W b =

 


P bb

C (P ) dP +

 


P bc

C (P ) dP

+

 P bb

0


3 (1 µ)


1 gb


Kb


dP +  bcM

b
c . (5)

The welfare of country c is still given by (1). Standard welfare maximization
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now yields the following best-response taris:

a
R

c =
3 +  bc
8

, (6)

 b
R

c =
3 + ac
8

, (7)

 c
R

a =
3 (1 ga)Ka

3
, and (8)

 c
R

b =
3

1 gb


(1 µ)Kb

3
. (9)

Straightforward calculations reveal that the Nash equilibrium taris are:

a
nregawins

c =
3

7
=  b

nregawins

c , (10)

 c
nregawins

a =
3 (1 ga)Ka

3
, and (11)

 c
nregawins

b =
3

1 gb


(1 µ)Kb

3
. (12)

Suppose now that country b wins the war. A similar analysis as above

yields the following Nash equilibrium taris:

a
nregbwins

c =
3

7
=  b

nregbwins

c , (13)

 c
nregbwins

a =
3 (1 ga) (1 µ)Ka

3
, and (14)

 c
nregbwins

b =
3

1 gb


Kb

3
. (15)

Finally, we turn to stage 1, where countries a and b decide simultane-

ously on whether to wage a war against each other, taking ga and gb as

given. To characterize the equilibrium, we resort to numerical analysis. As
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Figure 1 illustrates, war takes place if military expenditures are suciently

asymmetric. Intuitively, war is optimal for either country a or country b if

their probability of prevailing is suciently high so that the expected gains

from war outweigh its expected cost.

4 Conflict in the Presence of an FTA

4.1 FTA between Countries a and b

We start by examining stage 2. There are once again three possible outcomes

for stage 1: (i) peace; (ii) war, and country a prevails; and (iii) war, and

country b prevails. Let us start with peace. In such case, the free-trade

agreement between countries a and b is preserved, meaning that ab = 
b
a = 0.

Otherwise, the welfare for country j is still given by (1). It is direct to show

that the Nash equilibrium taris then equal:

a
ftaabpeace

c =
3

7
=  b

ftaabpeace

c , (16)

 c
ftaabpeace

a =
3 (1 ga)
8

, and (17)

 c
ftaabpeace

b =
3

1 gb



8
. (18)

Two observations can be readily made. First, a
ftaabpeace

c =  b
ftaabpeace

c =

a
nregpeace

c =  b
nregpeace

c = 3
7
. Second,  c

ftaabpeace

a <  c
nregpeace

a and  c
ftaabpeace

b <

 c
nregpeace

b , which is due to the tari-complementarity eect of FTA formation.

The latter refers to the reduction of country c’s trade barriers with regard to

countries a and b so that its loss in trade due to the FTA is somewhat mit-
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igated (a direct result of the strategic complementarity of taris mentioned

above).

Under the other two possible outcomes for stage 1, the FTA breaks down

and thus, our stage-2 game is the same as the corresponding benchmark one.

Therefore, all the results discussed above carry through.

Finally, let us consider stage 1. Once again, we resort to numerical analy-

sis in order to compare our findings with the benchmark ones. As Figure 2

demonstrates, the likelihood of country a starting a war decreases due to the

FTA for suciently small gb, meaning the FTA produces a peace creation

eect. Intuitively, the FTA agreement between countries a and b increases

country a’s peacetime welfare due to (i) the elimination of trade barriers

between a and b; and (ii) their improved terms-of-trade against c stemming

from the tari-complementarity eect of FTA formation.

However, the likelihood of country a starting a war increases with the FTA

for suciently large gb. The intuition is slightly more involved in this case. In

particular, the FTA between a and b increases P aa reducing consumer surplus

in country a and decreases P ab increasing the surplus of consumers in country

a. For suciently large gb, the post-arming endowment of b available for

consumption is small, weakening the relative significance of the latter eect.

Therefore, for suciently large gb, the FTA formation between countries a

and b decreases a’s peacetime welfare due to the decreased consumer surplus.

Nevertheless, this eect only takes place for “extreme” values of gb, and we

thereby ignore it in our subsequent analysis.

Parallel results hold for country b. Therefore, as Figure 2 clearly illus-

trates, for suciently small ga and gb, an FTA agreement between a and b
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decreases the likelihood of war. By contrast, for suciently large ga and gb,

the reverse is true.

4.2 FTA between Countries a and c

Given the FTA between countries a and c, we have that ac = 
c
a = 0. Suppose

now that the outcome of stage 1 is peace. The welfare of country j is still

given by (1). The resulting Nash equilibrium taris are:

a
ftaacpeace

b =
3

1 gb



7
=  c

ftaacpeace

b , (19)

 b
ftaacpeace

a =
3 (1 ga)
8

, and (20)

 b
ftaacpeace

c =
3

8
. (21)

Let us now consider the second possibility for the stage-1 outcome: war,

and country a wins. In this case, bilateral trade between countries a and b

ceases. Straightforward calculations reveal that the Nash taris equal:

 b
ftaacawins

c =
3

8
and (22)

 c
ftaacawins

b =
3

1 gb


(1 µ)Kb

3
. (23)

If instead country b wins, the Nash taris are given by:

 b
ftaacbwins

c =
3

8
and (24)

 c
ftaacbwins

b =
3

1 gb


Kb

3
. (25)
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We now look at stage 1. The results from our numerical analysis are

depicted in Figure 2. Country a is more likely to start a war in comparison

with our benchmark scenario. Intuitively, its peacetime welfare increases due

to (i) the elimination of trade barriers between a and c; and (ii) its improved

terms-of-trade against country b stemming from the tari-complementarity

eect of FTA formation. However, its wartime welfare also increases due to

the elimination of the trade barriers within the FTA. It turns out that the

latter eect dominates for the relevant range of arming expenditure. The

reason is that under war, country a only trades with country c and thus, the

elimination of trade barriers between a and c has a larger impact on country

a’s welfare than under peace.

At the same time, country b is also more likely to start a war than in the

no-regionalism case. The intuition is more straightforward. Its peacetime

welfare decreases due to its worsened terms-of-trade. Moreover, its wartime

welfare is unaected by the FTA between countries a and c since its bilateral

trade with country a ceases in the event of war. To sum up, the FTA between

countries a and c is shown to produce a peace diversion eect.

5 Conflict in the Presence of a CU

5.1 CU between Countries a and b

Once again, there are three dierent possible outcomes for stage 1: (i) peace;

(ii) war, and country a wins; and (iii) war, and country b wins. Under the first

outcome, the CU is preserved, meaning that ab = 
b
a = 0 and that countries
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a and b impose a common external tari on country c. Straightforward

calculations reveal that:

a
cuabpeace

c =  b
cuabpeace

c =
6

5
, (26)

 c
cuabpeace

a =
3 (1 ga)
8

, and (27)

 c
cuabpeace

b =
3

1 gb



8
(28)

Clearly, a
cuabpeace

c =  b
cuabpeace

c > a
nregpeace

c =  b
nregpeace

c , which is due to the

market-power eect of CU formation. In particular, as the CU members har-

monize their external taris, they have more market power and can thereby

aect world prices to a larger extent than each member as viewed in isolation.

On the other hand,  c
cuabpeace

a <  c
nregpeace

a and  c
cuabpeace

b <  c
nregpeace

b , which

stems from the tari-complementarity eect of PTA formation.

If instead a war breaks down , then the CU breaks down and bilateral

trade between a and b is totally disrupted, rendering the stage-2 game iden-

tical to the corresponding benchmark one. It follows that all our previous

results carry through.

We finally examine stage 1, employing numerical analysis. Figure 3 de-

picts our results. As the figure shows, the likelihood of war between countries

a and b decreases, i.e., the CU produces a peace creation eect. Intuitively,

the CU increases the peacetime welfare of a and b due to (i) the elimi-

nation of their trade barriers against each other; and (ii) their improved

terms-of-trade against country c stemming from both the market-power and

tari-complementarity eects of CU formation.
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5.2 CU between Countries a and c

The CU between countries a and c implies that ac =  ca = 0 and that

countries a and c impose a common external tari on country b. Simple

algebra yields the following Nash taris under peace:

a
cuacpeace

b =
6

1 gb



5
=  c

cuacpeace

b , (29)

 b
cuacpeace

a =
3 (1 ga)
8

, and (30)

 b
cuacpeace

c =
3

8
. (31)

Let us now consider the second possibility for stage 1: war, and country

a prevails. Under the scenario in question, bilateral trade between a and b

ceases. The Nash equilibrium taris then equal:

 b
cuacawins

c =
3

8
and (32)

 c
cuacawins

b =
3

1 gb


(1 µ)Kb

3
. (33)

If instead country b prevails, we then have:

 b
cuacbwins

c =
3

8
and (34)

 c
cuacbwins

b =
3

1 gb


Kb

3
. (35)

We finally examine stage 1. Figure 3 illustrates our findings from our nu-

merical analysis. On the one hand, country a is less likely to start a war than

under the benchmark scenario. The intuition is direct. Its peacetime welfare
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increases due to (i) the elimination of trade barriers between a and c; and

(ii) its improved terms-of-trade against b stemming from the market-power

and tari-complementarity eects of CU formation. Its wartime welfare also

increases due to the removal of trade barriers between a and c, but the

higher-peacetime-welfare eect dominates.

On the other hand, country b is more likely to start a war, which is another

manifestation of the peace diversion eect of PTA formation. Intuitively, its

peacetime welfare decreases due to its worsened terms-of-trade. At the same

time, its wartime welfare is unaected by the CU of a and c since there is no

trade between a and b. As a result, the overall eect of the CU of a and c

on the likelihood of war between a and b is ambiguous.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we investigate the impact of Customs Unions and Free Trade

Areas on the possibility of conflict in the context of a 3-country competing-

importers model. Countries are large and therefore the gains from trade

which represent the opportunity cost of conflict are endogenous. Govern-

ments are faced with a two-stage game, deciding first on whether to engage

in conflict or peace and then choosing taris to maximize their welfare. We

compare the decision of when to engage in confict under all possible agree-

ments with the benchmark case of no regionalism.

We find that PTAs lead to a peace creation and a peace diversion eect.

Peace creation is the reduction in the probability of conflict between mem-

bers of a FTA or a CU. Regionalism increases peacetime welfare due to free
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trade between members and the improved terms of trade between members

and non-members. This increases the opportunity cost of conflict and there-

fore reduces the possibility of war. This seems to be what the founders of

the EU envisioned and what the EU itself still presents as the key reason for

its creation. However, just as in the case of trade creation and trade di-

version, peace creation is accompanied by peace diversion. In other words,

regionalism increases the possibility of a non-member country starting a war

because regionalism reduces the gains from trade due to the worsened terms

of trade with member countries. The paper contributes to the literature

in two ways. First it is the first paper to explicitly model and identify the

peace diversion eect and second it is the first paper to endogeneize the gains

from trade including trade policy by considering large countries.

We are currently working on empirically validating the above results using

panel data of bilateral trade flows between 1950-2010.
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